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Abstract : E-commerce has ushered in a reality where customers increasingly purchase products and services 
through online solutions offered by banks, merchants and various other players. “Conversion”, “barriers 
to conversion” etc. have become the mantra in digital organization’s never-ending quest to simplify the 
check out process. There are numerous studies that seek to simplify various facets of check out process – 
“sign-in process”, “streamlining number & order of check out steps” etc. mostly focusing on the happy path 
scenario. That being said, customers also endure many “error scenarios” during check out process, be it user 
authentication, payment card verifi cation, address validation etc. While “Error recovery” is usually employed 
to mitigate such scenarios, we notice that this is not universally applied to all error scenarios during checkout. 
In this paper, we focus on a way to improve customer’s experience as they authenticate their payment card 
credentials using “fault tolerance” scheme. Banks require customers to key in “one-time password (OTP)” to 
prevent frauds in credit card transactions. OTP is usually sent to customer’s mobile devices (for the most part) 
and in some cases customer’s email address. As customers are required to key in the OTP, they often make 
mistakes ranging from simple “typos” to down-right typing in incorrect numbers such as the “request ID”. 
Currently, at least in Indian e-commerce scenario, sessions are immediately terminated leading to poor user 
experience and lost sales for merchant. Based on customer’s past record with a particular merchant / bank, 
number of legitimate and successful transactions, membership status (if applicable), we propose that system 
assign a “fault tolerance” limit to each customer, which would allow eligible customers additional attempt(s) 
to key in new OTP after they successfully answer challenge questions. Thus “fault tolerance” scheme would 
allow customers to “recover from error” and complete the transaction, invariably improving their experience 
and merchant’s bottom-line. 
Keywords: Fault Tolerance, Risk Analysis, Web Applications, Online Transaction Processing.

1. INTRODUCTION

Literature defi nes Fault tolerance as a property that enables a system to continue operating properly in the 
event of the failure of (or one or more faults within) some of its components. As the name implies, a fault-
tolerant design allows equipment to continue functioning in the presence of hardware faults. In a similar 
note, an error-tolerant design is one that does not unduly penalize user or human errors. It is the human 
equivalent of a fault-tolerant design. Use of constraints that prevent occurrence of error in the fi rst place 
is ideal approach. However, it is not always possible to prevent errors especially in scenarios requiring 
user interaction. The next best approach is to try to limit the impact of the error. A good example in case 
of user interface design is the dialog box, “Are you sure you want to continue” especially in cases where 
an error could have considerable impact. On a side note, adding too great a mitigating factor could also 
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end up becoming a hindrance and prevent users from completing their task. Limiting the impact of error 
alone is never suffi cient. Users must be afforded an opportunity to recover from the error in a simple 
and intuitive way and continue with their task where feasible. This is an important facet of error-tolerant 
design. Algorithm-Based Fault Tolerance (ABFT) is a method for detecting and comparing the computer-
induced errors. The parity generation function sets the priority values in order to process the data. This 
algorithm is not suitable for detecting adjacent large errors in the same block with high insertion rate 
[1]. Fault detection and fault location techniques are applied over transmission online systems. These 
types of data transmission are stable and not suitable for dynamic environment. The Quality of Service 
(QoS) is achieved by minimizing the transmission delay and packet loss [2]. A normal feedback control 
system is shared with other nodes which reside outside the region. The Networked Control Systems 
(NCSs) [20] needs the security control in the real world and life applications [3]. An inherently stabilizing 
system doesn’t affect the process variables during the algorithm execution. This system is not suitable for 
applying node disjoint path algorithm on regular topologies [4]. A stack of randomized intrusion-tolerant 
protocols are very suitable for Local-Area-Network (LAN) and Wide-Area-Network (WAN) environments 
with fault tolerance. These protocols are diffi cult to eliminate the byzantine faults because it targets only 
performance evaluation on computer network in different perspectives [5]. An adaptive fault-tolerant QoS 
control algorithm is used to satisfy the application of the sensor system with the help of source and path 
redundancy level [6]. This algorithm is not reliable for hop-to-hop delivery which is handled by ACK-
based data delivery schemes with high reliability. A novel 2-round group key agreement protocol has 
been implemented over various node failures which fall within the threshold level. This algorithm is 
more secure than the assumption of Decisional Square Diffi e-Hellman algorithm [7]. A distributed data 
access control scheme is used to eliminate the data security attack, illegal access of the fi ne grained data 
access with its control and it minimizes the direct adoption of cryptographic primitives [8]. SCIT (Self-
Cleansing Intrusion Tolerance) [10] is not suitable for detection-based Intrusion-Tolerant Servers (ITS) 
and also not for their components like proxies, ballot monitors, and acceptance monitors. ITS architectures 
needs better control over the trust and fault tolerance [9]. The RAPID combines the probabilistic fl ooding, 
counter-based broadcast, and lazy gossip techniques for achieving the reliability, latency and message 
overhead occur in these protocols. This protocol is not suitable for sending the REQUEST messages 
continuously over wireless sensor network because of the performance degradation attacks [11]. Precision 
Time Protocol (PTP) is used to avoid the collision which occurs between the packets. The synchronization 
between the slaves prevents the traffi c problem. The highest tolerance level has been assigned to the 
master to protect from failure and to control the slaves continuously [12]. Antagonistic interference is a 
challenging problem in reliable communication over sensor network from malicious attacks and benign 
faults. The model analysis focuses on the feasibility and QoS metrics like communication complexity, 
delay, and effi ciency in energy [13]. The algorithm focuses on the network partitioning by overlapping 
the area with the help of local estimators. The purpose of this work is to minimize the difference and 
consolidation of various local estimators. The tolerance level is converted from convergence of state 
estimation [14]. The insider attack gives severe loss to the parameters related to the data availability, 
latency, and throughput. Several protocols are identifi ed in order to achieve maximum security such as 
packet drop and packet injection, bad mouthing (ballot stuffi ng) on the trust management, random attack 
on the trust management and bad mouthing on the detection scheme [15]. Secure Multiparty Computation 
(SMC) is a security technique which is used to solve many real world problems in online transactions 
and various security algorithms. This problem is overcome by using the TrustedPals which is a smart 
card-based security framework with more effi ciency [16]. The existing algorithms have been applied to 
implement the fault tolerance mechanism which will not support fully in the area of web based online 
transaction system. The main objective of the proposed work is to achieve the maximum fault tolerance 
in various levels of security over online transaction. The tolerance level is found based on the threshold 
value fi xed in multiple levels without compromising the available security level. This algorithm acquires 
input from the user with various thresholds which decides the overall tolerance level of the user and 
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also maximizes the effi ciency in all levels of web application. The rest of the paper provides an overall 
processing technique of the proposed work.

2. APPROACH
2.1. Understanding & Classifying Customers 

A quick background on internet shopping (e-commerce) and customer motivations would help set 
the context. According to the theory of customer perceived value proposed by Zeithmal [19, 20], he 
insisted that the customer value is the customer perceived value. Through the model of Internet shopping 
transactions and the value of stakeholder analysis, a case can be made that fi ve dimensions of the values 
on e-commerce customer are network platform value, retailer value, logistics company value, third-party 
payment value and bank value.  

Purchase Convenience

Network Security

Privacy

Operational Convenience

Interaction

Price Advantage

Product Quality

Response

Delivery Service

Payment Service

Bank Service

The Involvement Level
of the Network of

Customer

Demographic
Characteristics

Figure 1: Customer Value Model of E-commerce 

In this paper, we focus on third-party payment value and bank value portion on the overall customer 
value model. Take the case of e-commerce industry that suffers from signifi cant abandonment rates. A 2015 
aggregation of statistics from 32 recent studies on e-commerce shopping cart abandonment rates averages 
to about 70% [17]. Literature defi nes abandonment rate as the ratio of the number of abandoned shopping 
carts to the number of initiated transactions or to the number of completed transactions. It is our premise 
that applying error-tolerant design to this particular use case would positively impact the abandonment 
rate. That being said, this often means qualifying error recovery mechanism with adequate safeguard and 
constraints, so security measures are not compromised. In popular literature, Risk tolerance is generally 
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something tied to an individual customer’s investment risk taking capability. In this paper, however, we 
specifi cally focus on risk tolerance applied by organization to individual customers based on their past 
transactional history (successful and abandoned transaction volume and/or transaction amount) with the 
organization, with processing bank, customer’s membership status etc.  Based on the aforementioned 
factors and with appropriate weightage, we propose that customers be classifi ed into different risk profi le 
categories, say “key customers or low-risk customers”, “under-potential” and “non-users or high-risk 
customers”.  A methodology already in vogue to classify customers in the marketing world is called as 
RFM model – Recency, Frequency and Monetary Value. Recency refers to duration since last customer 
purchase. Whereas frequency refers to number of purchases in last year and monetary value refers to 
their highest spend in that time period. Each attribute can be further broken into sub-categories; purchase 
within last 90 days, 90 – 180 days with each range weighted appropriately. By assigning values customers 
may be objectively categorized. There are number of variations of this model in the market too. Case in 
point is customer categorization and credibility building mechanism in use in Third Party Payment model, 
especially when it comes to C2C (customer to customer transaction) where buyers and sellers may not 
necessarily trust each other [18]. Buyers worry if they pay their bill fi rst, their commodities may not be 
delivered. While the sellers worry if they ship the commodities fi rst, they may not be paid. As and when a 
transaction is successfully carried out [buyers pay for the product / service, and seller provides service or 
ships product], TPP system will add credit points to buyers and sellers. The more credit points sellers and 
buyers gain (see fi gure 2), the more credibility / trading reputation they gain. This methodology is widely 
used by marketplace such as Amazon, Ebay etc. as well. 

Transaction Amount (Us Dollar) Credit Points
0 – 1 0.1

1.01 – 10 0.2
10.01 – 100 0.5

100.01 – 1000 1
> 1000 2
Figure 2 : Credit Points and Transaction Amount [18]

This is somewhat similar to credit scoring widely employed in the banking industry to determine 
customer’s willingness to pay back loans in a timely manner. A more sophisticated statistical analysis of 
customer’s transaction history could be used to accurately assess the trustworthiness of customer. 

2.2. Checkout Process
A thorough study of the possible type / categories of error that end-users make is beyond the scope of this 
paper. Instead of we focus on the typical errors made during check-out process and how it correlates to the 
cart abandonment percentage referenced in the sections above.
 1. Having unnecessary form fi elds like non-payment related question such as “how did you fi nd 

us?”. 
 2. Too many manual steps. Forcing user to select / enter city, state and country where auto-fi lling 

based on postal / zip code would reduce the number of clicks for end user. Or forcing to type 
billing and shipping address twice even if they are the same.

 3. Forcing people to create an account with distractions such as “email verifi cation” and other 
additional fi elds. These steps encourage user to drop off the “shopping funnel”.

 4. Emphasizing coupon codes, which is another distraction for users who tend to use search engine 
to fi nd coupons instead of completing the transaction.

 5. Offering limited payment options.  
 6. Stringent payment process that offers no scope for error recovery. Some examples are listed 

below: 
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 • Error message placement on top of the form which users miss and are timed out
 •  Reliance on server-side validation and not leveraging client side validation. For example, 

missing “@” symbol in email fi eld could be validated without sending data to server. 
 •  Resetting fi eld data due to simple errors forcing user to type everything back.
 • Credit card validation & OTP related errors redirecting users to start from the beginning of the 

checkout process

2.3. Validation Errors

While many error scenarios referred above may be mitigated through A/B testing and appropriate design 
remediation measures and indeed are solved for, credit card validation & OTP related errors is often left 
untouched citing security concerns. It is the considered view of this author that error-tolerant design and 
security measure is not necessarily a “zero-sum game”. Instead, more could be done to improve the error 
recovery rate without compromising security through usage of risk tolerance and RFM model of customer 
classifi cation. Not to mention the revenue loss to business due to unrealized transactions that could very 
well be simple mistakes. 

Let us consider few scenarios / customer work fl ow in the context of an e-commerce purchase funnel 
and how customers are not stopped in their tracks from completing their journey. It starts with product 
awareness, active consideration and then purchase. Sometime Advocacy is included as a fi nal step. 

Awareness

Consideration

Purchase

Figure 3: Ecommerce Purchase Funnel

 Scenario  1: User A is in his late-40s. He is a loyal and a long-time customer of a well-known 
consumer goods retailer. He typically purchases product in a physical store but always uses the retailer’s 
loyalty / membership program. Having been introduced to recently launched e-commerce solution, he 
tries to purchase a product online. Having made up to card validation page, he mixes up the OTP with 
request ID, errors out and is sent back to the beginning of payment process without any recourse. 

 Payment Validation = {Success, Product Flow Error, Otherwise}
 Product Flow = {Product Selection  Product payment}

 Product Selection =  Product Product List
 Product Payment =  (Card Payment Netbanking
Scenario 2 : User B is a young tech-savvy professional. She relies on a trustworthy big-name 

e-tailer to purchase all personal care products she requires. Ever conscious of privacy issues, she 
always tries to avoid creating accounts where feasible and does not like waiting on web pages to load. 
Unfortunately, she is confronting a situation where OTP generated by bank is being delivered to her 
mobile device very slowly due to network issues causing her to time-out. She has no other alternative but 
to start from fi rst step. 
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Figure 4: Customer Journey: User A

 Payment Validation Error = 
1, Session
0, Otherwise
 
 
 

 Session = 
1, Session Alive
0, Otherwise
 
 
 

 Session Alive = 
True, OTP Generation
False, Otherwise
 
 
 

Figure 5: Customer Journey: User B

Scenario 3: User C is a NRI who is in India on vacation. He had been a heavy user of a particular 
e-commerce site but it has been couple of years since he has last used it. He is in the check-out page but is 
having trouble authenticating as he no longer owns the mobile phone that he initially registered with. OTP 
is being sent to his old mobile phone now owned by someone else. It seems his only option is to abandon 
the transaction, update his profi le and then return back and he is not thrilled about it.  

Figure 6: Customer Journey: User C

 Customer Profi le = 
1, Status
0, Otherwise
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 Status = 
Satisfied, Customer Profile
Update, Otherwise

 
 
 

 Update = 
Ok, Successful Updataion

Error, Device No Longer Accessible
 
 
 

While the circumstances and customer profi le may vary across these 3 scenarios, there is one 
underlying theme and that is frustrated customers. The source of their frustration is that they are being 
forced to abandon the purchase, albeit for various reasons; user error, network delays and circumstances, 
but nevertheless requiring them to start over.

2.4. How does risk tolerance and RFM model work?

But what if we could apply “risk tolerance” scheme and allow customers a path to recover from the error? 
In the example above, we know that customers would have different recency score – one a fi rst time 
user but has a strong offl ine transaction record that is also recent, another a frequent and recent online 
user and the last one who hasn’t interacted for a while in the recent past, a different frequency score and 
membership status or lack thereof. Next step is to apply weightage to each factor depending on the error 
cause / circumstance – in case of User 1 it is user error as he is entering request ID instead of OTP. On the 
other hand, User 2 is getting timed out even as she enters valid OTP whereas User 3 is not interacting as 
he is not getting the OTP. The type of error could either increase or decrease the weightage to a particular 
factor (recency, frequency, membership status), which would in turn determine their tolerance score. If the 
computed score is within the threshold of risk tolerance, then customer may be afforded an opportunity 
to recover from error by either allowing to answer challenge questions and/or attempting with next OTP 
without terminating the session. However, if the computed score is more than the risk tolerance of a 
customer, then the session may be terminated for security reasons.

User Error

Network Error

User Non
Interaction Error

RFM Tolerance Score

High Low

Figure 7: RFM based Tolerance score

3. ALGORITHM 

Algorithm credit_calculation()
begin
if(risk tolerance is available) then
begin
check the attribute of risk tolerance  as RSattrib;
for each RSattrib do
catergorize the customer as CUScat;
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CUScat = {key customer / low risk customer, under potential customer,  non-user / high risk customer}
for each CUScat do
begin
check the RFM attribute as RFMattrib;
catergorize the purchase duration from the RFMattrib;
end
end
identify the risk for buyers and sellers;
if (buyer is authentic) then
buyer risk is less
else 
seller risk is less
end
credit point is calculated based on the  authenticity during transaction;
allocate the credit point to the customers;
end
return credit_points;
end

4. RESULT AND ANALYSIS

Out of three error categories, namely user entry/selection error, network error and user non-interaction 
error, analysis of user entry/selection error category is shown in the analysis. The analysis is made over 
a sequence of three levels namely level 1, 2, and 3 that are considered to be user login page, selection 
page(s) and fi nally third party payment page. The equations 1 and 2 shows the initialization and user 
access level related to the proposed fault tolerance technique.
 Q = {H(t),Ʊ} (1)

 User Access Level = 
Key Customer, H( ) <
Under Potential Customer
High Risk Customer >

t 
  
 
 





 (2)

Where H(t) and Ʊ is hit count and hit threshold respectively.

4.1. Tolerance Level Fixation
4.1.1.  Level1

The tolerance level is fi xed based on the propositional count and maximum number of hits in the level1. 
The faults are categorized in various levels with user access level and number of hits. The Q1 maintains 
the user with highest tolerance level at level1. The value of the tolerance level falls between 0 and 1. The 
equation 3 describes the tolerance level1 calculation.

 Tolerance level = Count(t)*
1

Max(H( ))t
 (3)

Where count (t), is the number of hit count.

4.1.2.  Level2

The Q2 maintains the users who are having the highest tolerance level at the level1 and also the number of 
selections through various input options in the web page. The level 2 hit count is based on the zero selection 
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hit and non-zero selection hit count. In the zero hit count category, the user may select the common options 
in the web pages whereas in non-zero selection the user selects the options using the available input fi eld 
and hyperlink. The non-zero selection has two hit count namely fault count f(t) and correct count I(t). If 
the user level is non-user / high risk category and f(t) < 1, then the tolerance level is set as minimum. 
If the user level is under potential and c(t)  2, then the tolerance level is set close to minimum and the 
maximum threshold is set for the key customer users. The user movement to the next web page is based 
on the threshold and access level at the Q1 and Q2 i.e. level1 and level2. The equations 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 given 
below describe the tolerance level2 calculation with hit count and threshold level. Where 1, 2 are fault 
threshold and correct threshold respectively.
 +ve Hit = Total Hit(t) – c(t) (4)
 –ve Hit = +ve hit – f(t) (5)
 Threshold Level 2 = 1

n
i  (Tolerance Level i – 1, + ve Hit) (6)

 Level 2 Outlier Hit = 1
n
i  {(Tolerance Level i – 1, – ve Hit) U (User_Access_Level)} (7)

 Tolerance Level = (Threshold Level 2) U (User_Access_Level) (8)

4.1.3. Level3

The Q3 maintains the users who have the high tolerance level at level1 and level2, and, can interact with 
the online transaction application i.e., third party payment page. Here the tolerance level is fi xed based on 
the time limit in the web interaction. There are two types of order processing namely zero and non-zero 
order selection. In zero order selection the user simply performs the selection over the web page which 
will never refl ect any changes in the online transaction. This type of selection done by the user will get 
the session time out as soon as the time gets expired. The non-zero order processing is placed based on 
Q1 and Q2 tolerance level with time limit. If the time gets elapsed the tolerance level is extended to some 
level which maintains the current session for completing the current transaction. The tolerance level3 is 
very vital because the online transaction processing gets completed in this stage. The equation 9 and 10 
describes the threshold level and fi nal tolerance level of the proposed technique.
 Threshold Level 3 = (Order_Processing(t)) + Selection(t) + {Fault(t) + delay(t)} (9)
 Tolerance Level Final = {(Tolerance Level 2) U (Threshold Level 3)} (10)

Figure 8:  Level 1 Tolerance Comparison
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Figure 9: Level 2 Positive Hit Comparison

Figure 10:  Level 2 Negative Hit Comparison

5. CONCLUSION

To conclude, the error-tolerant design, Risk tolerance and RFM scheme put together, provides a way 
for genuine customers that make honest mistakes and/or users impacted by external factors (network 
unavailability) to avoid being hassled and get on with their task by allowing them to recover from error. 
Undoubtedly this would help reinforce a positive user experience and potentially help business recover 
potentially lost transactions and contribute to the bottom-line.  
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Figure 11: Level 2 Tolernace Comparison

Figure 12: Final (Sensitive) Threshold Comparison
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